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Introduction 

I. This is a challenge to the decisions of an inspector appointed by the Defendant dated 

22 August 2016 which granted planning permission to the Interested Party for the: 

(I) erection of up to 400 dwellings, a convenience store up to 500 sqm floorspace, 

access, earthworks and other ancillary and enabling works (reference 

AV A/20 14/0928); and (2) erection of up to 195 dwellings, access, earthworks and 

other ancillary and enabling works (reference AV A/20 15/1243 (appeal references 
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APP/M I 005/W/15/3132791 and APP/M I 005/W/16/3144743 respectively) on land at 

Kedleston Road and Memorial Road, Allestree, Derbyshire ("the site"). 

2. The site comprises of several parcels of agricultural fields separated by trees and 

hedgerows. It is located some 550 metres at its closest from the Grade I listed 

Kedleston Hall Registered Park and Garden and Kedleston Conservation Area. 

Grade I listed Kedleston Hall, an internationally important example of neo-classical 

architecture, lies approximately 1.7 kilometres to the north west of the site. The site 

forms part of the main approach to the Hall. The Kedleston estate contains 27 

statutorily designated heritage assets, including six Grade I listed assets. Kedleston 

Hall and its Registered Park and Garden are situated on higher ground than the site. 

3. In summary, the Claimant submits the Inspector unlawfully narrowed his 

consideration of setting to visual/physical connections between the site and 

Kedleston Hall alone (ground I). The claim is therefore of wider importance to the 

public in two respects; firstly, it concerns a heritage asset of the utmost importance 

to the nation; secondly, it concerns the approach to be taken to the determination 

of the setting of heritage assets more generally. 

4. The issue to be determined by ground 2 is the sufficiency of the Inspector's 

reasoning, which the Claimant submits is so inadequate as to render the decisions 

unlawful. 

Identity of the Parties 

5. The Claimant is Peter John Steer, a local resident and member of the local 

community group, Kedleston Voice, which objected to the proposed developments 

and participated as a Rule 6 party at the public inquiry concerning the development. 

6. The Defendant, the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government, 

through his appointed inspector, Inspector John Gray, determined the Interested 

Party's appeals. 
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7. The Interested Party, Catesby Estates Limited, benefits from the planning 

permissions granted by way of the impugned decisions. 

Factual Background 

The Applications and Appeals 

8. Amber Valley Borough Council ("the Council") refused the Interested Party's first 

application to develop up to 400 dwellings, a convenience store and associated 

works on the site. The Interested Party appealed against this refusal. 

9. A second application for the development of up to 195 dwellings and associated 

works on the site was appealed by the Interested for non-determination. The 

Council later resolved that it would have refused the second application for the 

same reasons as the first application. 

I 0. The appeals were joined and proceeded by way of an inquiry before Inspector Gray 

on 19-22, 26 and 28 july 20 16 with a site visit taking place on 27 July 20 16. 

I I. The Inspector identified the main issue in both appeals as the impact either proposal 

would have on the landscape character of the area and on the heritage assets of 

Kedleston Hall, Kedleston Hall Registered Park and Garden, Kedleston Conservation 

Area, Kedleston Hotel and Quarndon Conservation Area. 

12. Inspector Gray described the main issues as "relatively simply described but complex in 

terms of the matters to be covered" (paragraph 6). They related to, inter alia, landscape 

impact both in itself and also bearing in mind the historic connection with the 

Kedleston Hall estate, and the statutory and policy background against which impacts 

on the heritage assets were to be considered. 

Kedleston Hall 
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13. Kedleston Hall is considered to be of exceptional historic and architectural interest 

and character, nationally and internationally. The Hall has been described by Pevsner 

as "one of the most magnificent apartments of the 18th Century in England". 

14. Records of the Kedleston estate commence in 1572. The original manor house on 

the land was replaced around 1700 by Sir Nathaniel Curzon, 2"d Baronet Curzon. 

The house and landscape were altered by subsequent generations of the Curzon 

family until the 5th Baron Curzon and 1st Lord Scarsdale, Sir Nathaniel Curzon, 

engaged the architects James "Athenian" Stuart, Matthew Brettingham (following the 

latter's success with Holkham Hall in Norfolk), and Robert Adam. Robert Adam was 

engaged to design the main house (the central section of the present-day Kedleston 

Hall). The changes made by Lord Scarsdale also included significant alterations to the 

park. A road was moved to form what is now the present Kedleston Road in order 

to create a unified landscape setting within which the Hall was to be experienced. 

This landscape included the site. 

The Derby Screen 

15. A key question before the Inspector was whether the site remained part of the 

setting of Kedleston Hall in light of 1960's planting known as the "Derby Screen". 

The planting was subsequently thickened by the National Trust, to whom Kedleston 

Hall, its contents, and 331 hectares of its parkland were transferred in 1986/1987. 

16. This band of trees was planted in order to screen out night glare from the city of 

Derby· and modern residential development in Allestree. It also eliminated a direct 

view connecting Kedleston Hall and its park to the wider valley. This view would 

have included the site. 

The Evidence Concerning Ked/eston Hall's Setting 

17. The evidence before the Inspector included a series of letters from Historic England 

and the National Trust initially in response to the Council's identification of the site 
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as a potential housing allocation in its emerging Core Strategy. It was not so 

allocated and the Core Strategy was later withdrawn. 

18. The first letter from Historic England, dated 24 july 20 14, stated (at page 2) "[i]n our 

view the primary impact of the development is upon the ... Grade I listed Kedfeston Half in 

relation to the signi(lcance that the Half derives from its wider setting." 

19. This letter goes on to explain exactly why the appeal site formed part of the setting 

of Kedleston Hall: 

"In terms of the historic relationship between the Hall and its surrounding 
landscape, the site forms part of the Estate which would have been managed 
historically as an economic and social entity. Thus the preservation of the site in its 
historic form as agricultural land associated with the Kedleston estate contributes 
materially to the signi(lcance which these highly graded designated heritage assets 
derive from their setting." 

20. Historic England concluded: "[w]e believe the proposal will be harmful to the signi(lcance 

which ... Kedleston Hal/ ... derive[s] from [its] setting ... " 

21. A second letter was sent on 8 September 2014, where Historic England reiterated 

its view that a housing scheme on the site (and/or its surrounds) would harm the 

significance of highly graded heritage assets. Because the harm related to the 

principle of development on the site and its surroundings due to the sensitivity of 

the setting of Kedleston Hall to the encroachment of development Historic England 

did not consider that the impacts of any development on the site could be mitigated. 

22. On 17 November 20 14 Historic England wrote a third letter stating (at page I) "the 

advice of [Historic England is] that development in this location would be harmful to the 

signi(lcance of Kedleston Hall ... " 

23. A fourth letter was sent by Historic England on 5 October 2015. This stated, at page 

3, that "[housing development on site has been omitted from the Core Strategy] due to 

being unsustainable as [it] would cause harm to heritage assets of the highest signi(lcance; 
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the ECUS report cites there is no opportunity to mitigate against the harm - something we 

agree with." 

24. On 3 February 2016 Historic England provided a reply to the smaller scheme 

proposed by the Interested Party (that for 195 dwellings). It stated, again, "[i]t is our 

view, that development in this location would be harmful to the significance of Kedleston 

Hall ... " 

25. The National Trust, in an early consultation response dated 8 December 2014, 

quoted the Interested Party's heritage expert, EDP, at page 3: 

" ... the EDP heritage report ... recognises at 5.153 that: 

The landscape and structures which Robert Adam created within the park are 
interlinked, historically, visually, spatially and aesthetically and were intended to be 
experienced and appreciated as an interconnected and comprehensive composition. 

We argue that it is not possible to separate the experience of Kedleston Hall from 
that of its Park and Garden: the significance of each is exceptional and the public's 
experience of these and their setting is interdependent" 

26. The National Trust goes on to state: "[t]he approach to, and views of, the wider setting 

of Kedleston Hall, Park and Garden - including the agricultural setting, which helped to 

provide the economic underpinning of the estate - played a vital role in building anticipation 

of what Kedleston had to offer in the 18th Century. The same is true today ... " (page 5). It 

also noted that: 

"it is argued by EDP that views from the east towards the [Registered Park and 
Garden] make no more than a limited contribution to Kedleston Hall's wider setting 
or significance. This can only be described as a fallacious argument The fact that 
the distinctive geography of a particular place is not recognised - if one has never 
before visited or read about a site's history or significance - is no reason for 
ignoring, or removing, the opportunity for further understanding." (page 6) 

27. The Development Control Archaeologist officer for Derby and Derbyshire stated in 

his email consultation reply (dated 4 February 2016): 
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'The drama of this approach to Kedleston therefore forms an important part of the 
visitor experience, a physical narrative which encapsulates the spatial and cultural 
relationships between the Hall and its surrounding landscape and therefore 
contributes to the significance of both Hall and Park. ... The proposal site therefore 
makes a contribution in a number of ways to an understanding and experience of 
the historic relationship between Kedleston Hall/Park and the surrounding estate 
landscape. Part of the significance of Kedleston Hal/lies in its historic role in shaping 
and managing the charaaer of the surrounding landscape - the [Registered Park 
and Garden] and the surrounding estate farmlands - and the proposal site 
therefore contributes to this element of significance of both Hall and Park.... In 
developing the proposal site for housing there will be harms to the significance of 
Kedleston Hall and Park, through their setting" 

28. Written and oral evidence was provided at the inquiry from the lead consultant on 

the DEFRA/Natural England funded Parkland Conservation Plan for the Kedleston 

estate (Christopher Gallagher). As part of this work Mr Gallagher undertook a 

detailed study of the history and development of the designed landscape at 

Kedleston Hall, including its interaction with the wider landscape. It was his 

professional opinion that the site fell within the setting of Kedleston Hall despite the 

loss of direct views due to intervening tree belt. 

29. Written and oral evidence was provided by Ms Mel Morris, a heritage expert of 

some 29 years' experience, on behalf of the Council. She concluded that the site fell 

within the setting of Kedleston Hall. 

30. Written and oral evidence was provided by Stephen Levrant, another heritage 

expert (of some 39 years' experience) on behalf of the Rule 6 party, Kedleston 

Voice, who also concluded that the site fell within the setting of Kedleston Hall. 

3 I. Written and oral evidence was provided by Andrew Crutchley, the heritage expert 

instructed on behalf of the Interested Party. He concluded that the site did not lie 

within the setting of Kedleston Hall. 

legal, Policy and Guidance Background 

32. Section 288 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 provides: 
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"288.- Proceedings for questioning the validity of other orders, 
decisions and directions. 
(I) If any person-

(b) is aggrieved by any action on the part of the Secretary of State to which 
this section applies and wishes to question the validity of that action on the 
grounds-

(i) that the action is not within the powers of this Act, or 
(ii) that any of the relevant requirements have not been complied with 
in relation to that action, 

he may make an application to the High Court under this section. 

(4A) An application under this section may not be made without the leave of 
the High Court. 

(5) On any application under this section the High Court-
{a) may, subject to subsection (6), by interim order suspend the 
operation of any order or action, the validity of which is questioned 
by the application, until the final determination of the proceedings; 
(b) if satisfied that any such order or action is not within the powers 
of [the 1990] Act, or that the interests of the applicant have been 
substantially prejudiced by a failure to comply with any of the relevant 
requirements in relation to it, may quash that order or action." 

33. Although an application under section 288 is by way of statutory application, it is 

determined on traditional judicial review grounds. 

Approach to Challenges to Inspector's Decisions 

34. An inspector's decision letter cannot be subjected to the same exegesis that might 

be appropriate for a statute or a deed. It must be read as a whole, and in a practical, 

flexible and common sense way, in the knowledge that it is addressed to the parties 

who will be well aware of the issues and the arguments deployed at the hearing, so 

that it is not necessary to rehearse every argument but only the principal important 

controversial issues (see Seddon Properties v Secretary of State for the Environment 

( 1981) 42 P&CR 26 at page 28 per Forbes J; Bolton Metropolitan Borough Council v 

Secretary of State for the Environment [ 1995] 71 P&CR 309 at page 314; South Somerset 

District Council v Secretary of State for the Environment [1993] I PLR 80 at pages 82H, 

83F-G per Hoffmann LJ). 
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Reasons 

35. The common law standard for reasons was set out by Lord Brown at paragraph 36 

of South Bucks District Council and another v Porter (FC) [2004] UKHL 33: 

"36. The reasons for a decision must be intelligible and they must be adequate. 
They must enable the reader to understand why the matter was decided as it wds 
and what conclusions were reached on the "principal important controversial 
issues", disclosing how any issue of law or faa was resolved. Reasons can be briefly 
stated, the degree of particularity required depending entirely on the nature of the 
issues falling for decision. The reasoning must not give rise to a substantial doubt as 
to whether the decision-maker erred in law, for example by misunderstanding some 
relevant policy or some other important matter or by failing to reach a rational 
decision on relevant grounds. But such adverse inference will not readily be drawn. 
The reasons need refer only to the main issues in the dispute, not to every material 
consideration. They should enable disappointed developers to assess their prospects 
of obtaining some alternative development permission, or, as the case may be, their 
unsuccessful opponents to understand how the policy or approach underlying the 
grant of permission may impaa upon future such applications. Decision letters must 
be read in a straightforward manner, recognising that they are addressed to parties 
well aware of the issues involved and the arguments advanced. A reasons challenge 
will only succeed if the party aggrieved can satisfy the court that he has genuinely 
been substantially prejudiced by the failure to provide an adequately reasoned 
decision." 

36. Decision-makers are not required to give detailed reasons for accepting or rejecting 

expert evidence so long as it is apparent why they have found as they have on the 

principal important controversial issues (Wind Prospect Developments Umited v 

Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government [20 14] EWHC 4041 (Admin) 

at paragraph 36, per Lang J). 

Law Regarding Setting 

37. Section 66( I) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 

provides: 

"In considering whether to grant planning permission .. . for development which 
affects a listed building or its setting, the local planning authority or, as the case 
may be, the Secretary of State shall have special regard to the desirability of 
preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architeCtural or 
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historic interest which it possesses." 

38. The flexibility allowed to decision-makers when considering setting is illustrated by 

North Cote Farms Ltd v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government, East 

Riding of Yorkshire Council 2015 EWHC 292 (Admin). In this case HHJ Behrens 

considered a situation where the windows of the heritage asset (Carnaby Temple, a 

listed folly built around 1770) were blocked up and so no views existed. The 

claimant had submitted that the Inspector's consideration of hypothetical views from 

the blocked up windows of the Temple was an error of law (paragraph 37 of the 

decision). In response, counsel for the Secretary of State submitted that any impact 

on the heritage site had to be looked at in principle (paragraph 40). 

39. HHJ Behrens preferred the Secretary of State's submissions (paragraph 44). He did 

not accept that the government guidance was to be read in the way the claimant had 

suggested. The learned judge went on to state that "[t]he fact that the windows ofthe 

T emp/e are currently bricked up and the T emp/e is currently inaccessible is no doubt 

relevant to the amount of harm but circumstances may change." 

Discretion 

40. An unlawful decision falls to be quashed unless the court is satisfied that the decision 

would necessarily have been the same (Simplex GE (Holdings) Ltd v. Secretary of State 

for the Environment [1988] 57 P&CR 306). 

Policy and Guidance Framework 

41. The interpretation of policy is a matter of law (Tesco Stores Ltd v Dundee City Council 

[20 12] UKSC 13). The words of the policy are to be construed objectively, not in 

isolation but in their context, keeping in mind that one is not considering a statute 

or contract (per Lord Reed at paragraphs 17 to 19). 

42. The glossary to the National Planning Policy Framework ("the NPPF") (Annex 2) 

states that the setting of a heritage asset is "the surroundings in which a heritage asset is 
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experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may change as the asset and its surroundings 

evolve." 

43. Consideration of the setting of a heritage asset is important as it has implications for 

the significance of the asset. This is apparent from the definition of significance 

(stated as being for heritage policy) in Annex 2 of the NPPF, which provides that the 

"value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its heritage interest. 

That interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. Significance derives not 

only from a heritage asset's physical presence, but also from its setting." In other words, 

the policy recognises that an asset's significance and the ability to appreciate it can be 

derived from the asset's setting. 

44. The NPPF provides: 

"128. In determining applications, local planning authorities should require on 
applicant to describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any 
contribution mode by their setting. The level of detail should be proportionate to the 
assets' importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential 
impact of the proposal on their significance. As a minimum the relevant historic 
environment record should have been consulted and the heritage assets assessed 
using appropriate expertise where necessary. Where a site on which development is 
proposed includes or has the potential to include heritage assets with archaeological 
interest, local planning authorities should require developers to submit on 
appropriate desk-based assessment and, where necessary, a field evaluation. 

I 2 9. Local planning authorities should identify and assess the particular significance 
of any heritage asset that may be affected by a proposal (including by development 
affecting the setting of a heritage asset) taking account of the available evidence 
and any necessary expertise. They should toke this assessment into account when 
considering the impact of a proposal on a heritage asset, to ovoid or minimise 
conflict between the heritage asset's conservation and any aspect of the proposal. 

132. When considering the impact of a proposed development on the signi(tconce 
of a designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset's 
conservation. The more important the asset, the greater the weight should be. 
Significance con be harmed or lost through alteration or destruction of the heritage 
asset or development within its setting. As heritage assets ore irreplaceable, any 
harm or loss should require clear and convincing justification." 
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45. Planning Practice Guidance (published to supplement the NPPF} states (at paragraph 

013 of section 18a, reference 18a-O 13-20 140306}: 

" ... A thorough assessment of the impact on setting needs to take into account, and 
be proportionate to, the significance of the heritage asset under consideration and 
the degree to which proposed changes enhance or detract. from that significance 
and the ability to appreCiate it ... all heritage assets have a setting, irrespective of 
the form in which they survive and whether they are designated or not. The extent 
and importance of setting is often expressed by reference to visual considerations. 
Although views of or from an asset will play an important part, the way in which we 
experience an asset in its setting is also influenced by ... our understanding of the 
historic relationship between places. For example, buildings that are in close 
proximity but are not visible from each other may have a historic or aesthetic 
connection that amplifies the significance of each. 

The contribution that setting makes to the significance of the heritage asset does 
not depend on there being ... an ability to access or experience that setting." 

46. Historic England published its "Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in 

Planning - Note 3 - The Setting of Heritage Assets" in 20 15. This document sets out 

a staged approach to decision-taking. It provides that step one is to identify which 

heritage assets and their settings are affected. Step two is to assess whether, how, 

and to what degree the identified settings make a contribution to the significance of 

the heritage assets. Step three is to assess the effects of the proposed development 

on that significance. Step four is to consider how to maximise any enhancement or 

avoid or minimise any harm. Step five is to make the decision and to monitor 

outcomes. Practical guidance is provided as to how those steps are to be 

undertaken. 

47. The guidance states (at page 2, first bullet point), that a heritage asset's setting "does 

not have a fixed boundary and cannot be definitively and permanently described for all time 

as a spatially bounded area or as lying within a set distance of a heritage asset". This is 

because what comprises a heritage asset and its surroundings evolve over time, or as 

the asset becomes better understood. 

48. The guidance goes on to consider views in the context of setting, which is a factor to 

take into account when identifying a heritage asset's setting, but not the only one: " 
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[t]he contribution of setting to the significance of a heritage asset is often expressed by 

reference to view ... " (paragraph 5, page 3). 

49. As to unsympathetic development, the guidance states: 

"[w]here the significance of a heritage asset has been compromised in the past by 
unsympathetic development affecting its setting, to accord with NPPF policies, 
consideration stiff needs to be given to whether additional change will further detract 
from, or can enhance, the significance of the asset Negative change could include 
severing the last link between an asset and its original setting; positive change could 
include the restoration of a building's original designed landscape or the removal of 
structures impairing views of a building" (first bullet point, page 4). 

50. In considering how to identify a heritage asset's setting, the guidance states (at 

paragraph 13, page 7) that "if the development is capable of affecting the contribution of 

a heritage asset's setting to its significance or the appreciation of its significance, it can be 

considered as falling within the asset's setting." 

Ground of Challenge I: The Inspector Misunderstood the Meaning of "Setting" 

51. The decisions turned on the interpretation of policy and guidance on "setting", as 

the impact of the proposed development on Kedleston Hall depended on whether 

the site formed part of its setting. Whilst the assessment of setting is a matter of 

planning judgment, the correct interpretation of the approach to identifying setting is 

a matter of law. The Claimant submits that the Inspector failed to properly consider 

the significance upon which the proposed developments would or might have an 

adverse effect on Kedleston Hall because he applied an unlawful approach to the 

question of setting. 

The Inspector identified that the question of the historical value of the 
landscape was to be addressed in relation to the setting of Kedleston Hall 
and its registered Park and Garden (paragraph 30). He identified the NPPF's 
definition of setting in paragraph 3 I. He identified the crux of the argument 
put before him by Historic England and other heritage experts on the setting 
of Kedleston Hall. However, he then went on to state that "[t]here has, 
though, to be more of a physical or visual connection than that, otherwise land 
completely remote from the Hall could be deemed within its setting" (paragraph 
32). 
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52. The Claimant submits that approach to the consideration of the setting of a heritage 

asset is wrong. This was of consequence because the Inspector's erroneous 

interpretation narrowed his consideration of the setting of Kedleston Hall to visual 

connections alone, when it ought to have included consideration of the historic, 

social, economic and aesthetic links as well. Thus, the Inspector concluded that due 

to the planting of the Derby Screen "the appeal site forms no part of the setting of 

Kedleston Hall." (paragraph 33). In his conclusions on this main issue the Inspector 

concluded (paragraph 62) 

"At present time, the appeal site lies beyond the setting of Kedleston Hall which 
extends no further than the Derby Screen. It could be said to lie within the setting if, 
firstly, it were known that the view to the Hall from Kedleston Road was 
deliberately designed and, secondly, if there were any prospect of the Derby Screen 
being removed or opened out to restore that view. On the evidence, the first is open 
to debate and the second is very unlikely. Even giving the benefit of the doubt, 
however, the harm that would be caused by either appeal proposal to the 
significance of the Hall would be less than substantial to the point of being 
negligible." 

53. That the Inspector's approach was improperly narrowed to visual links alone is also 

apparent from his subsequent statement that "if one holds the opinion that the view 

both to and from Kedleston Road was a deliberate part of the design of the Park and that 

the Derby Screen, or part of it, could be opened out to restore that view, then the appeal 

site does indeed fall within the setting of Kedleston Hall." (paragraph 36). Again, the 

Inspector refers solely to visual links and takes no account of the historic, social, 

economic and aesthetic connections between the site and Kedleston Hall. His only 

reference to a "historical approach" is to consider historical views). ctlf one takes a 

more historical approach, however, then there was an open view where the Derby Screen 

now is" ((paragraph 34). 

54. The Inspector identified the wrong questions to ask. Because of his improperly 

narrow interpretation of "setting", the Inspector concluded that the Derby Screen 

"is key to any impact on the significance of Ked/eston Hall." (paragraph 42). He states 

that the questions to be addressed, therefore, were the prospect of the Screen being 

removed or opened up and, if it were, the resultant impact of the proposed 

development on the significance of the Hall. Though the prospect of removal or 
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thinning of the Derby Screen so as to allow a view of the appeal site from Kedleston 

Hall is no doubt material, the Claimant submits that this was not the sole 

consideration which the Inspector had to take into account when determining 

whether the appeal site formed part of the setting of Kedleston Hall. Wider 

considerations of the relationship between the site and Kedleston Hall were also 

relevant to his determination of setting. 

55. The Inspector mused at paragraph 49 that it seemed to him that no consideration 

had ever been given to the removal or opening of the Derby Screen until late in the 

inquiry. This was because the correct questions to ask when identifying the setting of 

Kedleston Hall were not based on purely visual factors, and included, amongst other 

issues, consideration of "[the need to preserve] the site in its historic form as agricultural 

land associated with the Kedleston estate" (Historic England), "that it is not possible to 

separate the experience of Kedleston Hall from that of its Park and Garden: the significance 

of each is exceptional and the public's experience of these and their setting is 

interdependent" (National Trust), that the site is important to an "understanding and 

experience of the historic relationship between Kedleston Hall/Park and the surrounding 

estate Jandscape ... [and] its historic role in shaping and managing the character of the 

surrounding landscape" (the County Council's Archaeologist), all of which were 

echoed by three of the heritage witnesses at the inquiry. 

56. Having failed to ask himself the correct question, through having failed to consider 

setting correctly, the Inspector erroneously concluded that because there was 

nothing to suggest that a view from Kedleston Road giving a glimpse of the Hall 

might at some time be restored it was "entirely reasonable to conclude that the appeal 

site does not lie within the setting of Kedleston Hall and that section 66( I) of the Planning 

(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Aci 1990 and policy in the Framework do not 

come into play" (paragraphs 51-52, see also paragraph 62). 

57. Had the Inspector correctly applied his mind to the issue of the setting of Kedleston 

Hall it cannot be said that his decision would have been the same. This is despite 

what the Inspector says in paragraph 52, where he considers the impact if the Derby 

Screen was opened up. Firstly, this is because a visual link between the site and 
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Kedleston Hall would form only one aspect of setting. The contribution the site 

makes to the significance of Kedleston Hall goes much deeper than that, as had been 

set out by Historic England, the National Trust and all heritage experts (but one) at 

the inquiry. It is therefore impossible to conclude that, having taken these other 

factors into account, the Inspector's conclusion on the effect of significance of 

Kedleston Hall due to development of the site would have been the same, or that, 

once section 66( I) was engaged, the Inspector's balance of harm/benefits would have 

been the same. Notably it was the consistent opinion of Historic England that any 

development of the site would not be capable of satisfactory mitigation. 

Ground of Challenge 2: The Inspector's Reasons are Inadequate 

58. Even if, which is not agreed, the Inspector could be said to have lawfully considered 

the setting of Kedleston Hall the Claimant submits the reasons provided in the 

decision are so inadequate as to render the decision unlawful. There is no 

explanation as to why the Inspector disagreed with the evidence of Historic England, 

the National Trust, and three expert heritage experts but for the IP's expert, before 

him all of which unequivocally stated that the site was within the setting of Kedleston 

Hall despite the lack of a visual or physical link. 

59. Nor is there any reasoning on the argument before the Inspector that the Hall and 

its parkland formed an indivisible whole due to the complexity of the design of the 

Kedleston Estate. This design included the manipulation of the wider landscape 

(including the relocation of Kedleston Road) so as to allow a controlled series of 

experiences which centred on the Hall, within its parkland, as the focal point in the 

landscape. It was said that the landscape approach to Kedleston created a physical 

narrative which encapsulated the spatial and cultural relationships between the Hall 

and its surrounding landscape. Accordingly, it was argued the two could not be 

separated and an adverse impact on the setting of the Registered Park and Garden 

would also be an adverse impact on the Hall. 

60. In paragraph 32 the Inspector raises the points made by the heritage experts but for 

the IP's expert, which was that the range of historic, social, economic and aesthetic 
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connections meant that the site was within the setting of Kedleston Hall. The next 

sentence dismissed those points with the simple (and it is submitted erroneous) 

statement that the connection must be more of a visual or physical connection. He 

states that "othetWise land completely remote from the Hall could be deemed within its 

setting". This is both incorrect and inadequate. 

61. It is incorrect because the definition of setting is that the land in question forms part 

of "the surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced''. Completely remote land 

could never fall within the definition of setting as it could not be considered part of 

the asset's surroundings. 

62. It is inadequate because this single sentence is all that is provided in the decision to 

explain why the Inspector disagreed with the opinion of the government's expert 

advisor on England's heritage (Historic England), the expert owner of the heritage 

asset (the National Trust), and three other experienced heritage experts on what he 

identified as one of the main issues to be decided. 

63. Whether the site fell within the setting of Kedleston Hall was a key controversial 

issue between the parties and so it was incumbent on the Inspector to dearly set 

out how he reached the conclusion which he did on the basis of the evidence before 

him. This is particularly important when, as here, his conclusions were directly 

contrary to the evidence provided by the government's statutory advisor on the 

nation's cultural heritage, the expert owner of the heritage asset, and the majority of 

independent expert witnesses before him. 

64. To be lawful the Inspector's reasons must not give rise to any substantial doubt that 

he proceeded in accordance with the law, e.g. in his understanding of the relevant 

policies. There clearly is such doubt in this case (see ground I). 

65. The Inspector's reasons accordingly do not satisfy the legal standard, as set out by 

Lord Brown in South Bucks v Porter. 
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66. The Claimant, and the wider public, including Kedleston Voice community group, 

have been materially prejudiced because they are unable to discern from the reasons 

provided by the Inspector how the majority of expert opinion was overcome in 

favour of the proposed development. It is also unclear how the key test of "setting" 

is to be applied now that a public decision-maker has disagreed with Historic 

England, whom one would assume would apply the correct approach to setting, 

without providing adequate reasons explaining why he disagreed with that approach. 

Adverse costs limitation order 

67. The Claimant requests that at the time permission is decided that permission is 

granted that an order be made limiting the Claimant's costs liability to £5,000 with a 

reciprocal cap of £35,000 plus VAT under the principles set out in R (Cornerhouse 

Research) v Secretary of State for Trade & Industry [2005] EWCA Civ 192. The burden 

of uncertain costs means the Claimant would probably discontinue the proceedings. 

68. A costs limitation order under the Cornerhouse principles may be granted on such 

conditions as the court thinks fit, provided that the court is satisfied that: (i) the 

issues raised are of general public importance; (ii) the public interest requires that 

those issues should be resolved; (iii) the applicant has no private interest in the 

outcome of the case; (iv) having regard to the financial resources of the applicant and 

the respondent(s) and to the amount of costs that are likely to be involved, it is fair 

and just to make the order; and (v) if the order is not made the applicant will 

probably discontinue the proceedings and will be acting reasonably in so doing. 

69. There is one respect in which the principles in Cornerhouse had been modified: the 

fact that a claimant has a private interest in the outcome of a challenge to an 

environmental decision falling within Aarhus does not, of itself, bar the claimant from 

obtaining a PCO: see paragraphs 40-44 of Austin v Miller Argent (South Wales) Umited 

[2014] EWCA Civ 1012. 

70. All of the above principles have been satisfied. There is clearly a wider public interest 

in the issues to be determined, as this claim concerns heritage harm to one of the 
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nation's most important examples of 18th Century architecture and one of the most 

important neo-classical buildings anywhere. The Claimant is a pensioner (see 

claimant's witness statement) and is entirely reliant on community fundraising and 

has no private interest in the outcome of the case and is motivated purely in an 

effort to protect the setting of this exceptionally important heritage asset. The 

Claimant has limited financial means, being a pensioner, which is to be compared to 

the resources of the national government and a large national developer. 

71. Further, it is relevant to the issue of whether a PCO should be granted that it is 

purely the technical issue of the identity of decision-maker that puts the Claimant in 

the disadvantageous position of requesting a PCO under the Cornerhouse rules rather 

than through CPR 45.41. This is an environmental claim for which the costs 

protection regime set out in CPR 45.41 was designed, and the regime has been 

described in the Court of Appeal as "systematically flawed" in denying the Claimant 

this protection for a technical reason. As stated by Sullivan LJ in The Secretary of State 

for Communities and Local Government v Sarah Louise Venn [20 14] EWCA Civ 1539 (at 

paragraph 34): 

Conclusion 

"In the light of my conclusion on Article 9(3), and the decisions of the Aarhus 
Compliance Committee and the CJEU in Commission v UK referred to in paragraph 
24 above, it is now clear that the costs protection regime introduced by CPR 45.41 
is not Aarhus compliant insofar as it is confined to applications (or judicial review, 
and excludes statutory appeals and applications. A costs regime for environmental 
cases falling within Aarhus under which costs protection depends not on the nature 
of the environmental decision or the legal principles upon which it may be 
challenged, but upon the identity of the decision-taker, is systemically pawed in 
terms of Aarhus compliance." 

72. The Claimant respectfully submits that the claim is arguable, and therefore requests 

that permission to apply for statutory review under section 288 of the Town and 

Country Planning Act 1990 is granted. Upon being granted permission, the Claimant 

seeks: 
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a) An adverse costs limitation order in the amount of £5,000 with a £35,000 plus 

VAT reciprocal costs order 

b) An order quashing the Inspector's decisions and remitting the underlying 

applications to the Defendant for redetermination; and 

c) An order for the Claimant's costs. 

Nina Pindham 

NoS Chambers 

3 October 20 16 
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